ITEM 500

REMOVE AND RELOCATE OR DISPOSE OF TRAFFIC SIGNS, MAIL BOXES AND ROADWAY SIGNS

500.1 Description. This Item shall govern for the removal and relocation or disposal of traffic signs, mail boxes and roadway signs. Traffic signs shall be relocated in accordance with the "Texas Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices" (TMUTCD), Latest Edition.

500.2 Construction Methods. The Contractor shall relocate those traffic signs, roadway signs, and mail boxes that are indicated on the plans to be relocated. They shall be reinstalled with the foundation standard required by the applicable jurisdictional agencies.

All concrete for foundations shall be Class C Concrete in accordance with the Item 421 "Structural Concrete", with f\(^c\) = 3000 psi.

For any location on the job site that is to remain open to traffic, the Contractor is required to furnish and install temporary poles, fittings, fixtures, signals, signs or other incidentals necessary to construct permanent traffic control systems. Such temporary installation shall remain in place until such time as the relocated systems are operational, or until required by the Engineer.

500.3 Measurement & Payment. The basis of payment for this item shall be the lump sum, or per each as provided in the bid proposal which price shall be full compensation for all materials, equipment and labor and all other incidentals necessary to complete the work.

There are line code(s), description(s), and unit(s) for this Item.

NOTE: This Item requires other Standard Specifications.

Item 421 "Structural Concrete"

END OF ITEM 500